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deemed or construed to be an approval or endorsement by the AIA 
of any material of construction or any method or manner of 
handling, using, distributing, or dealing in any material or product. 
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Questions related to specific materials, methods, and services will be addressed at the 
conclusion of this presentation. 
 



Learning 
Objectives 

1. Gain a strategic insight into the current industry trends in interoperability 
and how they affect practical data flow between members of the design / 
construction team to improve building performance.  

 
2. Explore the reasons behind why BIM projects and methods can 
disappoint and frustrate new users. Could it be because users have 
unrealistic expectations of BIM methods and results? 

At the end of the this course, participants will be able to: 



1. Why do we need interoperability? 
2. Why is interoperability hard? 
3. Why doesn’t IFC work? 
4. Metaphors: is BIM a planet? 
5. The 5 BIMs 
6. What Interoperability Looks like Today 
7. The Big Picture 

Topics 



  

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chapter 2. OK, now comes the acaemic / strategic part that I promised Silviya that I’d do. BIM METAPHORS and why they take a good idea (SINGLE SOURCE OF TRUTH) and run it into the ground. (Do you have that expression here?)






 

Why do we need Interoperability? 

Because (1): No 
single software 
does it all 



Because 
(2): 

Vertical 
vs. 

Horizontal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One reason we need interoperabilty is that we’re a HORIZONTAL industry. Design/construction is often compared to Automotive/Aerospace, both vertical industries. (CLICK) Horizontal industries need collaboration, and collaboration implies interoperabiity.



http://analyticsstore.construction.com/smartmarket-reports.html 

Because (3): 
Demand 
from Users 

Why do we need Interoperability? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Open up any McGraw Hill “SmartMarket” report and search for “Interoperability”



• CAD 
– Geometry 

• 2D, some 3D 

– Some data (Attribute-value 
pairs) 
 

• BIM 
– Geometry 

• 3D / 2D integrated 

– LOTS of data 
• Dimensions / Parameters 
• Properties 

– Semantics  / Ontology 

Why is Interoperability Hard? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, to say goodbye to the ”BIM” topic, and to lay the groundwork for the “INTEROPERABILITY” part, let’s look at a brief evolution:In CAD, “interoperabiltiy” was easy – mostly geometry. Data was limited to layer names and possibly attribute-value pairs.(CLICK) In BIM, however, much more data is “embedded” in the geometry. Some of the data might be parametric and actually determine the sizes of things, others might be static properties. “Interoperability” now means transferrring this additional deta cleanly and reliablty.(CLICK) but additionally in BIM, there’s this underlying structure of information that usually goes by the name of “ONTOLOGY”. This is the conceptual structuring of the data and relationships between objects. Within any particular BIM authoring tool, this topic of “ontology” is invisible. It’s part of the program logic. But it needs to be made EXPLICIT as we move complex, computable building information form one platform to another. We’ll talk about this more later.



Why doesn’t IFC work?  Mismatches… 
User Expectations: 

– Native-to-Native Object Communication 
– Owner expectations of Natively Editable files 
– One Complete Model 

Reality 
– Reference Workflows 
– Complete Model in Aggregation  
– Arcane, poorly understood workflows 

 



But is it really true that IFC doesn’t work? 



IFC4 and Rising to User Expectations 



  2 — BIM Metaphors 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chapter 2. OK, now comes the acaemic / strategic part that I promised Silviya that I’d do. BIM METAPHORS and why they take a good idea (SINGLE SOURCE OF TRUTH) and run it into the ground. (Do you have that expression here?)



“Blue Marble”— Apollo 17—December 1972 

PLANET as a Metaphor for BIM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a story-teller, I love metaphors. As a software scientist, I love analysis. Sometimes the intersection of stories and analysis becomes, well, a little crazy. I’m going to assert here that most people tihing of BIM as a PLANET. Here’s the proof



BIM AS PLANET — WITH TEAM AS SATELLITES 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone has seen them — the dreaded CIRCULAR DIAGRAMS. Do this: just Google “BIM diagram” and see what you get. Roughly 80% of the images you see will be circular diagrams that fall into one of two categories. The frist category is ”BIM AS PLANET WITH TEAM AS SATELLITES”. Look at these. BIM is the planet, the team orbit around it, putting PERFECT DATA in and getting PERFECT DATA out. It’s such a lovely vision! These are all just downloads from Google Image. None of this is made up.



BIM AS PLANET — WITH LIFECYCLE AS SATELLITES 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second variant of the DREADED CIRCULAR DIAGRM is BIM AS PLANET WITH LIFE-CYCLE AS SATELLITES. The idea is idential: perfect model, perfect data, only now the dimension is TIME. Put it in, get it out, it’s perfect, over a period of YEARS.



BIM IS NOT A PLANET… 

Crop Circles—Dorset, UK—2015 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I hate to be the BEARER OF BAD NEWS. There is not (yet) any perfect, unified model with perfect data input and output. BIM is NOT a planet. But, because we are all human beings, we SEEK OUT METAPHORS to describe our endavors. So if BIM is not a planet, what is it?



…BIM IS AN ELEPHANT. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BIM is an elephant. (I’m going to take a brief moment here to let that sink in.)



As in the fable of the elephant, we perceive one thing as many. 
 
 
Or.. Is it perhaps we call many 
things by one name? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There is not 1 “planetary” BIM, but rather 5 things we call “BIM” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of couse, the Elephant of which I speak is the Fabled Elephant of the Blind Men fable. [CLICK] Six blind men encounter an elephant, and well, you know the story. Everyone comes away with a different concept a different “name” for what he encountered. [CLICK] BIM is kind of the mirror image of this fable, where instead of calling one thing by many names, we call many things by one name. [CLICK]



  3 — the 5 BIMs 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chapter 3. There are 5 BIMs – at least 5. I’ll elaborate…



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is kind of a big, complicated graphic that I mad in Vectorworks to try and describe the 5 BIMs that I see. The first BIM is “CONCEPT BIM”. This includes Vectorworks with Marionette, Sketchup, Formit / Dynamo, Rhino / Grasshopper, all those things we think of as either “3D sketching” or “algorithmic design”. The output is geometry, not data. Pure form, usually rendered to “sell” the project.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second BIM is what most of us think of when we say “BIM”. It is DESIGN INTENT (or “DOCUMENTATION”) BIM, and its output is drawings. Stacks and stacks of drawings. Software platforms for this stage of BIM are Vectorworks , Revit, Archicad, even AutoCAD/3D Studio. This BIM includes geometry, ontology, parametric data to drive the design, as well as non-parametric properties. In Vectorworks’ case, this BIM also can keep or maintain the ALGORITHMIC DEFINITIONS. It is an advantage of having the algorithmic design module be part of the “Main BIM” and not a separate app. By the way, Silviya will make this entire slideshow available to all of you as a PDF, so you don’t have to take notes or photos of the screen.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third BIM is CONSTRUCTION BIM. It makes almost no formal drawings, in distinction with DESIGN BIM, and it is even more intensely 3D. Its output is SCHEDULES and BUDGETS… and spatial COORDINATION, to keep things from colliding with each other. These three things drive the construction process. Usually, because this is a “FEDERATED BIM” and is bringing in data in a variety of formats, it loses the parametric drivers to make design changes. It’s also WAY DETAILED, because it incorporates information from the 4th BIM….



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which wel call FABRICATION BIM. This BIM is the most uneven at this point. It’s used by subcontractors and fabricators, but not all of them yet. Software platforms for this BIM phase might be Solidworks, Inventor, Tekla (for structural detail especially) or, yes, Vectorworks. Often a rough model is imported from the Design Intent BIM and developed to a MANUFACTURABLE level of detail. It’s highly detailed and contains information that is relevant really only to the fabrication process, not necessarily to the design or the operations of the building. The additional detail it brings to the process is useful primarily in the construction phase. It can be VERY useful, however, because this BIM is the start of ROBOTIC FABRICATION. Automatically fabricated reinforcing bars, ductwork, and even structural steel are happening today. We can count on this to expand and really drive economies in the construction process.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, Operations BIM. It’s the information the Owner / Operator of the building needs to run and maintain the thing. The kind of software used in this phase is not even called “BIM”, it’s called CMMS software, Really database applications used to make maintenance orders, job reports, cost accounting, etc. Pretty boring if you’re an Architect. Recently, we’ve seen some 3D versions of lifecycle software begin to appear on the market. However, the existing “gold standard” for facilities information, a data schema called COBIE, does not require any geometry whatsoever and locates everything using ROOM NUMBERS.BUT notice that Vectorworks because of its broad 2D and 3D capabilities covers the bottom row.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So there you have it, folks. Even with BIM, we still don’t have a perfectly integrated process. Everybody uses different tools, everybody has different deliverables, CONSTRUCTION IS STILL A MESS. It’s far less of a mess than it was 10 years ago, or even 5. But we still have a ways to go, and as of today, there are AT LEAST 5 BIMs and therefore, no SINGLE SOURCE OF TRUTH.



Established National BIM Standard Process (the “chevrons”) 

27 

• Ø1—”Programming” (Sometimes called “IDM”) 
– Assemble Team 
– Create a Process Map 
– Determine High-level Exchange Requirements 

• Ø2—”Design” 
– Develop Detailed Exchange Requirements 
– Create Preliminary Model-View Definition (“MVD”) 

• Ø3—”Implementation” 
– Create Final Model-View Definition Specs 

(for Software Developers to Implement) 

• Ø4—”Testing” 
– Get it in Real-world Models 
– Validate that it performs as expected 



Example of NBIMS-style Process Map 

28 

Each EM (exchange model) 
is part of an MVD (Model 

View Definition) that 
concerns the entire project 

domain 

The Process Map that 
describes the business 

model can be thought of as 
the IDM 



1 MVD = many “Concepts” 
• Concepts get combined and 

recombined into Exchange Models 

29 

Concepts 

MVD 

EMPC1 Concept 1 

Concept 2 EMPC2 
Concept 3 
Concept 4 

EMPC3 

Concept 5 

Concept 6 

Concept 7 

EMPC4 

Concept 8 

Concept 9 

Concept 10 

Concept 11 

… 

EMPC5 
EMPC6 
EMPC7 
EMPC8 

EMPC9 

EMPC10 

EMPC11A 

EMPC11B 



Successful Examples of National BIM Standards 
• Building Information Modeling Standard for 

Precast Concrete Construction 
– Georgia Tech 
– Technion 
– Pankow Foundation 
– Precast Concrete Institute 

 

• AISC EM-11 Final Steel Detailing Model 
– Georgia Tech 
– Fiatech 
– AISC 

30 



New(ish) Tools for Optimizing the Process:  IFCdoc 

• Defines MVDs 
• Exports mvdXML 

(a machine-
readable MVD) 

• Validates IFC files 
for conformance 
with MVDs 

31 



Swim Lane Diagram as Process Map 

C
O

B
ie

-2
 

GSA-1 

C
O

B
ie

-1
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[CLICK] How do we start our map? I think the familiar swim-lanes diagram depiction of the construction process should be our guide. We can jointly compile lists of participants and phasing for a prototypical simple and complex construction project. [CLICK] We will arrive by consensus at a prototypical set of activities for these two project templates.[CLICK] And we will review the information exchanges that have to occur for each project to succeed. I believe each of these exchanges can be a well-defined, software-implentable module, often what we call an ‘Model View Definition’ (for model exchanges) but other kinds of exchanges (informational, contractual) exist also, and can be part of the standard.[CLICK] Most importantly, some of these modules already exist and have familiar names – so some, perhaps much, of our work is done![CLICK] A point here; We are not trying to describe the internal processes contained in the tasks or sub-phases of this process map. (This would be a Herculean task). We are treating these as “black boxes” – each player in the process has their own internal processes; what we care about is the INFORMATION they EXCHANGE.[CLICK] A final point; that is, the RECEIVING PARTY of the input should be the one to specify the input. He knows what information he needs to do his work.



The Big Picture 



This concludes The American Institute of Architects 
Continuing Education Systems Course 

Robert Anderson 

 

randerson@vectorworks.net 
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